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Company: Freyssinet Australia

Location: Macquarie Park

Category: other-general

Freyssinet Australia and New Zealand, a versatile specialist contractor renowned for

innovative solutions in remediation, post-tensioning, and specialist civil engineering, is

actively seeking a talented digital designer (Drafter/BIM Modeller) to join our Civil Design

Department in Sydney. In this role, you will be tasked with creating designs and 3D models

for various structural projects, contributing to the advancement of our skills and capabilities.

Freyssinet Australia and New Zealand, a versatile specialist contractor renowned for

innovative solutions in remediation, post-tensioning, and specialist civil engineering, is

actively seeking a talented digital designer (Drafter/BIM Modeller) to join our Civil Design

Department in Sydney. In this role, you will be tasked with creating designs and 3D models

for various structural projects, contributing to the advancement of our skills and capabilities.

As a valuable addition to our team, you will collaborate with a dynamic department

specializing in generating temporary works designs and methodologies for complex and

high-profile bridge construction projects across Australia and New Zealand. Supported by a

team of skilled engineers and modellers, as well as a dedicated manager committed to your

professional growth, you will play a pivotal role in shaping the success of our projects.

We take pride in delivering high-quality and innovative solutions to our clients daily, establishing

a solid reputation among them. This unique opportunity offers candidates a chance to join

our highly sought-after team on a permanent basis with a long-term perspective. We are

seeking a motivated and skilled individual eager to elevate our CAD and BIM capabilities to

new heights. Therefore, candidates are expected to possess full and permanent working
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rights in Australia.

Primary Responsibilities:

• Collaborate in the design of both temporary and permanent works, contributing to the

development of construction stages and methodologies for bridge construction and other

civil structures.

• Generate high-quality structural drawings.

• Produce 3D models, visualizations, and renderings.

• Drive innovation and implement enhancements in our digital workflows to elevate quality

and efficiency.

Qualifications:

• Engineering degree or technical designer background (or equivalent).

• Minimum 3 years of experience in drafting and BIM modelling for complex infrastructure and

bridge projects.

• Documented experience in structural steel detailing (2D and 3D).

• Knowledge of program packages such as AutoCAD, Revit, Advance Steel, and Blender is

considered beneficial but not mandatory.

We are seeking individuals with a robust set of personal values aligned with ours: Our

People, Collaboration, Excellence, Adaptability, Innovation, and Having a Go. Join us on this

exciting journey!

Pourquoi nous rejoindre ? 

Join the Freyssinet family, where innovation meets excellence! � We're a leading

multifaceted specialist contractor, offering full-cycle solutions from design to implementation in

specialist civil engineering, building post-tensioning, and structure remediation.

Our approach is simple: focus on client requirements, tailor solutions for sustainable, long-term

success, and deliver the best technical and economical outcomes for every project.

Our specialties cover a wide range, including prestressing, bridge construction methods,

cable-stays, structural accessories, heavy lifting, post-tensioning, structural reinforcement,

concrete and steel repair/strengthening, cathodic protection, investigation, and maintenance.

From bridges to stadiums, dams to historic facades, we undertake projects in various sectors,

ensuring the highest standards of quality and safety. Join us in shaping the future of

construction!

Promoting Diversity and Inclusion at Freyssinet!



At Freyssinet, we value diversity and inclusion. We know and have seen demonstrated that

diverse perspectives and contributions enhance the engineering work we do for our clients.

We wish to recruit top talent based on the relevance of their skill set, motivation and fit with

our values and culture.

Applicants from all demographic groups are therefore encouraged to apply. Recruitment

decisions will be made on merit.

Entité

Freyssinet Australia and New Zealand is a multifaceted specialist contractor providing

innovative solutions for remediation, post-tensioning, and specialist civil engineering. We have

an unrivalled reputation in specialised civil engineering across Bridges, Structures, Marine,

and Industrial sectors. We have local branches in all states of Australia & parts of New Zealand

and are present in over 100 countries around the world.

Apply Now
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